
 

 

 

 

Some top tips 
for safety 
boat drivers: 

 
 
1. ALWAYS WERE A KILL CORD & PLACE ABOVE THE KNEE. No kill cord No launch.  

2. Keep your hands on the throttle and wheel at all times when moving.  

3. Always switch your engine off when dealing with a person in the water.  

4. Wherever possible keep your boat speed to a minimum so that you do not create 
unnecessary wake, and make it easier for people to anticipate the safety boat intentions.  

5. When approaching a capsized dinghy, it can sometimes be best to approach bow first, 
from up wind, keeping the prop away from the boat hazards and crew.  

6. Avoid steering directly astern of those who are racing, in case they capsize, fall out or alter 
course unexpectedly.  

7. If it is necessary to come alongside, it is best to do this when a sailing boat has stopped on 
a close reach and the safety boat can come in on the windward side of the dinghy and hold 
the shroud or gunwale to keep them close.  

8. Once in place turn the engine off if necessary for ease of communication.  

9. If approaching a moving dinghy let the helm know your intentions, communicate clearly, 
approach from the windward side. 

10. Always have an escape plan up your sleeve, know which way you’re going to turn to get 
out of a situation before things go wrong - sometimes just dropping into neutral will do it!  

11. Above all maintain a good look out around your safety boat at all times! There are lots of 
small buoys littering the harbour especially. 

12. Check your radio works and has a fully charged battery.  

13. Know the basic radio procedures. 

14. Know your limits, don’t launch if you believe the conditions are too severe for your level of 
competence.  

15. Don’t go out to sea through the run unless you have been trained by an experienced helm 
as this can be very tricky at times.  

16. Always take the correct yellow safety box with you and remind yourself of its contents.  

 
 
 
 
 


